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Labor strife plagues Wright State
By SCOIT COPELAND
Spotlight Editor

A labor dispute has arisen at
Wright State between food service
workers and Marriott, the new food
service contractor for the univer
sity.
The workers' majorcomplaints
are that they receive no health ben
efits and the working conditions
are poor.
To top it all off, food service
workers claim Marriott, who took
over operations at Wright State in
August, has broken off talks with
the union.
In a Sept 18 vote, workers de
cided to replace the Hotel Employ
ees and Restaurant Employees
union with the United Electrical,
Radio and Machine Workers of
America, Local 792.
Talks between Marriott and
United Electrical stalled Dec. 21.
"They said, 'We can get fin
ished with this today because we're
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,'I

was really happy with
Marriott when they
first came in, it seemed like
they welcomed us, and it
seemed like it was going to
be a really cool company
to work for ... I'm kind of
disappointed in them right
now, as they're kind of
pushing us away to the
side." -Gwen Talbert

Thomas D. WIison
goingto lay our cards on the table,"'
said chapter President Gwen
Talbert "They said, 'This is all we
have to offer you, and that's it So
take this back to your membership
and ratify the contract and then get
in touch with us."'
Marriott refused to comment
on the matter.
Thomas D. Wilson, senior di
rector of dining operations, said,
"It is Marriott's policy not to dis
cuss ongoing negotiations."
According to Lynnette Heard,
assistant director of Public Rela
tions, Wright State has not taken a
position on this issue. Heard said
students responded well to the fast
food Marriott has brought to cam
pus, such as Pizi.a Hut and Taco
Bell.
Talbert, unhappy with the dis
pute, explained the pointofview of
the union.
"Basically, what we're com
plaining about rig~t now is the
(health) insurance," she said. "The
insurance is more than anybody
makes at Wright State. Take for
instance, if you're head of your
household and you,re single, you
have a child or two, the insurance is
like $400 or something."
"Someof the people don't even
make that a month, so how can we
afford to pay it? They're only will
ing to pay $97 of that insurance. So
this is the problem right now," she
added.
The union alleged that five

employees have been laid off in the
last two weeks: one employee from
the Allyn Hall lounge, and two
each from the University Center
cafeteria and the Rathskellar.
"I've been out there for going
on 19 years," Talbert said.
"Nobody's ever been laid off at
thistimeofyear. Youknow, we get
laid off in December, the ones that
want to be laid off, and again at
spring break, and then for the sum
mer."
Talbert claimed Marriott is try
ing to break the union.
"One of the managers told a
couple of employees they're get
ting rid of all of us (union work
ers)," Talbert said. "One by one,
and two by two, and in a couple of
weeks we' 11 all be gone."
"I heard a rumor that they were
doing cutbacks," said a laid-off
employee who wished to remain
anonymous. "The new schedule
came out last Tuesday. My name
wasn't on the list. My job was
eliminated. My manager was re
ally cool about it He tried to really,
really help me out in finding a job
and he helped me out a lot. Other
than that, I just didn't have a job."
The employee also stressed the
health insurance issu~
"It seemed everything was go
ing fine except health. Which re
ally was discussed, I heard through
the grapevine, was the last issue,
and I really believe that they should
have discussed health plans as the

Photo by S0ott Cozzolino

Bryan Clark, a 19-year-old Sophomore Is a student
employee at the Rat. Marriott may have to resort to more
student employees as labor troubles Intensify.
first issue, because I think that's
the most important thing other than
small issues of bumping people or
something like seniority," he said.
''That should be the number one
priority, and I was kind of disap
pointed with that"
Talbert said there were other
issues with which the union is con
cerned. She said the contract the
workers had with Service America
deemed "that contract would still
be enforced until anotherone could
be negotiated. And then the one
that we had didn't expire until Oct.
18."
"Ifs supposed to still be in ef
fect until another contract is nego
tiated,', Talbert added. "We also

changed unions at that time. But,
what had happened, before weeven
knew Service America had lost the
contract, our old union had gone
and negotiated a new contract with
Marriott without any of our knowl
edge."
Talbert claimed Marriott wants
the union to accept the contract the
former union negotiated. 'That was
illegal because there is a window
periodand we took it to arbitration,
to NLRB (National Labor Rela
tions Board), and we won the peti
tion," she said. "Whereas it was
aee "Marriott atrlf•"
continued on page 8
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eetings and other upcoming events
Seminar: "The Role of Cellular
Antigens in HIV Infectivity."
The guest speaker will be Dr.
•Writing Center: MLA Workshop,
Jeffrey L. Rossio of the AIDS
4 p.m. For more information call
Vaccine Program at the National
873-4186.
Center Institute, 103 Oelman
•CD-ROM Instruction, Fordham
Hall, 1 p.m.
Library, 4 p.m.
•CD-ROM Instruction, Fordham
. Library, 2 p.m.
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-ClassifiedStaff Advisory Council,
Large Conference Room,
Administtative Wing, 3:30 p.m.
•WSU Organization for Women:
"Are Women Second Class
World Citiz.ens?" The speaker
will be Dr. Jeanne Ballantine,
sociology and anthropology at
WSU, 041 University Center,
noon.
•WSUCinema:DownByLaw, 116
Health Sciences Building, 10
p.m. Also shown on Friday at 8
p.m.
•Writing Center: APA Workshop,
11 am. For more infonnation
call 873-4186.

•CD-ROM Instruction, Fordham
Library, 11 am.

•Artist Series: Hymnody ofEarth,
CAC Concert Hall, 3 and 7 p.m.
For more infonnation call 8732900.
•WSU Cinema: Stairway to
Heaven, 116 Health Sciences
Building, 7 p.m.
•University Center Crossroads
Cafeteria, "RU Game?," noon.

•UCB Roadtrip: Funnybone
Comedy Club, Cincinnati, 4:30
•Microbiology & Immunology
p.m. For more infonnation call

Campus programs
get new leader
Wright State has named M.
Katie Deedrick the new direc
ter ofcampus activities and ori
entation programs.
Fonnerly directorofstudent
development and new student
orientation, Deedrick will now
manage the university's infor
mation center, campus tours,
alcohol and drug abuse pro
grams, and the voluntary stu
dent organii.ation and leader
ship development program.
According to Deedrick, her
main job will involve designing
and implementing effective pro
gramsfor WrightStatestudents.
She said the department of Stu
dent Affairs has come a long
way in the last five years.
Orientation has improved by
providing more sessions for new
students. More students are
signing up for campus housing
and their parents are getting
more involved in the orienta
tion programs as well, she
added.

Library, noon.
873-2900.
•UCB Video: Wayne's World,
Rathskellar, 5 p.m. Also shown
on Wednesday at noon, Thursday
at 11 am. and Friday at 6 p.m. •WSU Cinema: WSU Student Film
Festival, 116 Health Sciences
•Writing Center: Punctuation
Building, 8 p.m. Also Sunday 7
Workshop, 10 a.m.; Sentence
p.m.
Structure Workshop, 2:30 p.m.
For more infonnation call 873- •Microbiology & Immunology
Seminar: "Viral Replication
4186.
Genes and the Physical State of
•CD-ROM Instruction, Fordham
theHumanPapilloma Virus Type
Library, 1 p.m.
16 in Cervical Cancer." The guest
•Psychiatry Grand Rounds,
speaker will be Dr. Angelo L.
"Geriatrics," with Dr. Ben
DeLucia of NEUCOM, 103
Zimmer of Good Samaritan
Oelman Hall, 1 p.m.
Hospital, noon. For more
•CD-ROM Instruction, Fordham
infonnation call 276•8325.
Library , 10 a.m.
•Eating Disorder Support Group,
7:30 to 9 p.m., Campus Ministry
Building. For more infonnation
call Holly at 878-3480.
•UCB Billiards Tournament,
University Center Billiards
~ifpRSDAY,
28
Room, 10am.
•University Theatre: Noises Off, •Saturday Enrichment Parents
CreativeArtsCenter,8p.m. This
Program: "Stress and Your
show runs through Feb. 7. For
Child," with Dr. Kelly Fox
moreinformation call 873-2500.
Callahan, clinical psychologist,
•Writing Center: Essay Exam
175 Millett Hall, 10:30 a.m.
Workshop, 10 a.m. For more
infonnation call 873-4186.
•CD-ROM Instruction, Fordham

I(~
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I

•UCB Euchre Tournament, Faculty
Dining Room, 6 p.m.
•Academic Council, 155 University
Center, 3: 10 p.m.
•CD-ROM Instruction, Fordham
Library,
4
p.m.

I

•Black History Month begins at 6
p.m.
•UCB Video: Class Act,
Rathskellar, 5 p.m. Will also be
shown Wednesday at noon,
Thursday at 11 a.m. and Friday
at6p.m.
•Concert: Chamber Orchestra and
Faculty String Quartet, CAC
Concert Hall, 8 p.m. For more
information call 873-2376.
•Writing Center: MLA Workshop,
11 a.m. For more infonnation
call 873-4186.
•Psychiatry Grand Rounds:
Spiritual Issues in Psychology,"
with Dr. Steven Buser, Good
Samaritan Hospital, noon. For
more information call 276-8325.
If you have any questions on any
the events listed above, call
Becky 873-3734.

New service aids in research
By DAWNE. LEGER
~istant News Editor
Wright State's Dunbar and
Fordham Libraries recently added
FirstSearch, a computer reference
service, to their list of research
services.
Much like other electronic ser
vices available in the libraries,
FirstSearch gives access to more
than 25 databases programmed to

search for and identify various
materials.
According to Patricia 0.
Walker, assistant university librar
ian for access services, FirstSearch
allows users to browse at length
for infonnation in articles, books,
theses, films and the like.
"It searches for material out
side of our collection, things that
are not always available at the
libraries," she said.

Those interested in trying out
FirstSearch must purchase an au
thorization card for a fixed nwn
ber of searches.
Cards are available at the cir
culation desks of both libraries
and reference librarians are on
hand to help.
For infonnation, call the refer
ence desk in the Dunbar Library at
873-2925 or in the Fordham Li
brary at 873-2005.

WRIGHT STEPP gets new leader
Mary K. Deedrick
Deedrick said that since
such programs are doing so
well, she wants to expand the
S.OL.D. program.
We should increase the
number of student volunteers
of S.O.L.D. so Wright State
has more name recognition, she
said.
Describing the future of
Wright State as just beginning,
Deedrick said she "believes the
university is old enough to be
established, yet yowig enough
to make changes."

Wright State's College of En
gineering and Computer Science
recently named Dr. Giorgio M.
McBeath, as its new assistant dean
and director of the WRIGHT
STEPP pre-college program.
WRIGHT STEPP was estab
lished in June 1986 to increase the
number of minority high school
graduates entering a mathematics
or science-based curriculum in col
lege.
"My main goal is to see that
students are successful in reach
ing their goals and to eliminate
any academic or organizational
stumbling blocks they may come
across," said McBeath.

According to McBeath, many
new additions to WRIGHT STEPP
such as the Bridge Program and
freshman orientation seminars in
the fall will be implemented to
attempt to ease the transition of
students from high school to col
lege.
Dr. Clark E. Beck, Ph.D.,
founder and former director of
WRIGHT STEPP, said, "I expect
that Dr. McBeath will continue
the tradition that the program has
had here at Wright State."
Before his retirement in Octo
ber, Beck awarded more than 500
scholarships to young minority
students through the program.

Dr. Giorgio M. McBNtll
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ew program teaches
Hepatitis awareness
By DAWNE. LEGER

Assistant News Editor
Did you know the Hepatitis B virus
infects more than 300,000 people a year or
that it is far more widespread and 100 times
more contagious than lilV?
If this information interests you, you
may want to look into the Hepatitis B Cam
pus Prevention Program, a nationwide edu
cation program Wright State colleges re
cently joined.
Sponsored by the National Foundation
for Infectious Diseases, the program is de
signed to inform college students about the
highly contagious virus. Health officials
encourage students to "Get the Facts. Then
Get the Vax."
Dr. Richard J. Duma, executive director
of NFID, said it is essential that young
people learn about the virus.
"All students should consider vaccina
tion, since anyone can get Hepatitis B," he
said.
According to NFID officials, the pro
gram also operates as a campaign which
involves celebrities, government and medi
cal authorities, sports figures, television
and radio public service announcements
and transit advertising.
Brochures with information on the vi
rus are available in Student Health Ser
vices, 067 Allyn Hall.

Hepatitis Facts
Who is at risk?
•Anyone, especially sexually active
young adults and adolescents 15-39
. years of age.

What are the symptoms?
Dr. Donna M. Schlagheck

•Nausea/vomiting
•Loss of appetite
•Abdominal pain
•Jaundice
•Skin rashes and arthritis

Professor: Persian Gulf
business 'unfinished'

How Is it spread?
•Sexual transmission
•Blood and other bodily fluids
•Dirty needles
•Childbirth

By BECKY RUEF

"In the short term he• 11 comply with the UN.

and

Where can I get more infor
mation?

With the latest round of American at
tacks against Iraq and its leader, Saddam

resolutions, but in the long term he'll keep
on testing us."
The recent crises began when an Iraqi
MiG-25 entered the no-fly wne. which is
located south of the 32nd parallel and north
of the 36th parallel.
The Pentagon said that on Jan. 17, a
barrage of43 U.S. tomahawk cruise missiles
was launched from four U.S. Navy warships
toward an Iraqi nuclear reseaich plant in
Zaafraniyeh, a suburb of the Iraqi capital of
Baghdad.
The United States claims the plant played
a role in Iraq• s nuclear weapons program.
Also damaged during the attack was a
hotel in downtown Baghdad.
Damage to the Al Rashid Hotel in
Baghdad came from parts of a U.S. toma
hawk cruise missile shot down by anti-air
craft fire. This explosion killed one member
of the hotel staff and injured several others.
This latest raid on Iraq occurred on the
second anniversary of the beginning of the
Persian Gulf War.

DAWNE. LEGER

Staff Writers

•The Hepatitis B Hotline: 1-800-HEP
B-873.

•Free brochures are available 24 hours.

Street named for athletic director
Wright State recently allowed the presi
dentofthe Buckeye Electric Company, Dick
Smythe, to name the Nutter Center's main
entranceafter he made a winning bid of $900
at a May auction.
He chose to name the street Mike Cusack
Way in honor of Wright State's athletic
director.

Proceeds from the auction went to the
Raiders Athletic Scholarship Fund.
The auction raised nearly $30,000 in
scholarship funds.
The entrance drive, which Smythe
named after Wright State will bear the cur
rent sign until the next fund-raiser is held
this spring.

Hussein, a Wright State professor of politi
cal science said the United States has some
unfinished business there.
Dr. Donna M. Schlagheck said the United
State's business in Iraq is two-fold.
The first concern is with Iraq's chemical,
biological and nuclear facilities, and the
second is with the country's dispute with
northern Kurds and southern Shiite Mus
lims. She called the latest bombing raids
unfortunate.
Schlagheck said Hussein's demands that
the United Nations' inspection teams pass
over Jordan en route to Iraqi is an attempt to
"drive a wedge between the U.S. and the
U.N."
"Saddam's track record indicates he'll
respond the way we want him to," she said.

The Guardian is currently
accepting applications for the
position of

NEWS EDI'EOR
❖••

••

T1,;e Guardian needs a confident,
0

The Dayton
Philharmonic
Orchestra
•
SPONSORED BY
Arthur Andersen and NBD Bank TICKETS 224-9000

rnstein Divertimento
Mahler Symphony No. 7

experiencea and knowledgeable person
to edit its NEWS section. Strong writing
and editing skills are a must. Knowledge
of AP style helpful. Stop by The
Guardian, 046 University Center, to rill
out an application. Call 873-2506 for
more information.
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The Gwardian is an independculnewspapcrprinted
weekly during the regular school year and monthly

during the sunmer. It is published by students of
Wright State University and is printed on recycled
paper. Offices arc localed 11046 University Center,
Wright State University, Dayton, OH 45435.
F.ditorials without bylines reflect a majority of the
editorial board. F.ditorials with bylines reflect the
opinion of the writer. Views expressed in columns
and cartoons are those of the writers and artists.
TIie Gwardiall reserves the right to censor, reject
or disapprove of any advertising copy in accordance
with any present or fu1ure advertising acceptance
rules established by The Gwudum.

Lines drawn in campus food fight
Questions
asked of labor
battle
By SCOTT COPELAND
Spotlight Editor

The research for the story on
the dispute between United
Electric and Marriott uncovered
more questions than answers.
- @ 1993 Tiu Guardian
Journalists pride themselves on
EDITORS & MANAGERS
working off the facts. Learn both
STEVE McCAIN - Editor-In-Chief
~?
_,.
sides of an argument, then make
.. ~
CRAIG BARHORST - Graphics Manager
an informed decision. Since
~,
GREG Bill.ING- Spms Editor
TRAC CARTE - Business Manager
Marriott policy is to keep silent, .
SCOTT COPFLAND - Spotlight F.ditor
an informed decision is
SCOTT COZZOLINO-Oriel Ph«ographer
impossible. Sotherearequestions:
STEVE GRANT - Production Manager
BRIAN KETRING - Advertising Manager
•What are the facts as Marriott
THOMAS J. LUCENTE Jr. - News F.ditor
sees them? ·
JEFF MONTGOMERY - Op/Ed Page Editor
•What is Marriott's stance in
CRAIG ROTI'MUElLER-Circ. Manager
By Jeff Montgomery
this dispute?
ASSISTANTS & STAFF
FEMI ABODUNDE- Production Asst
•Does Marriott refuse to honor Op/Ed Page Editor
DAWNA COVERT - Production Assistant
the
old agreement between the
WENDY COWGILL - Sales Representative
Once upon a time there was the labor
worlcers and Service America? If
JEREMY DYER - Assistant Sports Editor
class
and management. The labor class was
JAMIE K.El.SEY - Sales Representative
so, why?
DAWN E. LEGER -Assistant News Editor
•Is it true that health insurance poor, downtrodden. They were taken advan
AMY RANG - Assistant Spotlight F.ditor
is the major stumbling block in tage of by ownership. Evil, thoughtless men
BECKY RUEF -Assistant News Editor
DAVE SZKUDLAREK - Photo Assistant
the labor negotiations? If so, why got rich off ofthe sweat of the worlcer. Hours
VALARIE VELIMF.SIS - Archivist
is Marriott refusing to pay the were long, pay low, and benefits nonexist
JESSIE WOOTEN - Administrative Asst.
ent. The system was geared toward keeping
insurance?
KIMBERLY BIRD - Staff Writer
CLAUDINE CONVEY - Staff Writer
•What is Marriott's response people poor enough that they were inden
MARTHA HOWARD- Staff Writer
to United Electric's accusation tured to the factory, yet not so poor that they
DA VE HWANG - Staff Photographer
that Marriott is breaking the law starved. Any Dickens novel will call this
MEGAN JORGENSON - Staff Photographer
image to mind. Most of us have heard about
JOE LAWRENCE -Staff Writer
in this dispute?
GARY REVY - Staff Writer
•Is Marriott laying off the company store, where people gave their
ERIC ROBINETTE - Staff Writer
employees? Is it restructuring? If entire life to one employer and died owing
ADVISERS
so, what are its restructuring plans? him money.
JEFF JOHN - Faculty Adviser
Now let me tell you another story. Once
KARYN CAMPBELL- Media Coordinator
•In the contract Marriott has
with WSU, are there any upon a time there was a group ofpeople who
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
• Letters should have the writer's signature,
guarantees for union employees? were exploited by their employer. They suf
printed full name, daytime telephone
•Does Marriott know that fered singly under this yoke of oppression
number and class standing if applicable.
• Letters should have fewer than 400 words.
United Electric claims they have until one day they discovered that together
The Guardian reserves the right to
already laid off half its union they possessed something that none of them
condense letters.
stewards? Is this intentional, or a had individually: a voice. And with this
• The Guardian hopes to cover a diverse
voice they discovered action, and they were
range of topics, therefore letters which
coincidence?
duplicate others may be omitted.
•Does Marriott recognize able, working together, to throw off their
• Lettezs that are libelous or offensive will
United Electric as the rightful yokes and take an equal share in the profit of
be rejected. Letters which request money
from readers will be rejected.
representative for its employees? their labor. Solidarity was born, and people
• When responding to another writer•s
•Is Marriott cutting back hours rejoiced to know that they would never have
letter, refer to the date and headline.
and being stricter bosses in order to work the sweatshops again.
• The Guardian reserves the right to reject
The sweatshop days are long gone and
to break the union?
letters dealing with theological argwnents
or lettas which make allegations that
•Is Marriott using lay offs to they will never come again, at least as long
cannot be proven.
try to bust the union? Does it as this government stands. But hatred of
• Letters should be addressed to:
intend to lay off all the union management lingers. There is the constant
-Letters
046 Univenity Centa
feeling of"they owe me" or "they're trying
employees?
Wright State University
to
take advantage of me." In any labor dis
•Is Marriott against unions in
Dayton. Ohio 45435
pute,
the public always jumps onto the side
general?
/.

/

Companies have right to set policy
of the worker. The company is bigger
impersonal - it is the oppre sor. Com
pany as adversary seems built into the
social subconscious. But are companies
the aggressors now, or are labor unions?
Employers are being stripped of their
rights by law. They are losing the right to
adjust wages, to hire and fire as they see
fit, to set policy, and to add or remove
benefits. The result? The single greatest
overhead for any busine s is personnel.
Fine, most people would say. At least the
money is going ~here it should. But then
these companies are failing, moving over
seas, laying off employees - and the
people they employed are left devas
tated, with no idea what happened. 1bey
then look to the federal government to fix
it.
Mariott is obligated to give their em
ployees what was promised them by con
tract. If however, no contact agreement
was signed, Marion should have the right
to treat their employees any way they
wish under law. If they treat their em
ployees poorly, theiremployees will leave
and Mariott will be left with less quali
fied employees. But that is their right u
an employer.
The sweatshop days are over. But the
union marches on. Are employees pro
tecting their rights, or are they using their
power to wrangle more benefits
increasingly financially burdened co
panies? Is Mariott taldng advantageofits
employees, or in the future will we be
eating hamburgers assembled in Mexico?
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Football team would benefit WSU, community
In recent years, the administrati.on of Wright State University
has declared that the university
has a metropolitan mission, that it
should particularly meet the
social, political, economic and
cultural needs of Dayton and the
surrounding area. If that is the
case, why are we not developing
a good football program, a
distinct element of our common
cultural life? Why are we not
preparing facilities for our entry
into intercollegiate football?
On several occasions in the
past quarter-century, faculty
members have raised the question
of creating a program and have
iasually dismissed the question,
insisting that the values of football run counter to the goals of
academic endeavor. To my
knowledge, the administration
has never seriously initiated a
program. Students, too, have
expressed little interest in the
question. In short, we have given
short shrift to an important aspect
of cultural life in this region.
I believe, though, that we

of loyalty among alumni. No other
sustain football programs - for
should take steps now to build a
example, Harvard, Yale, and the
first-class football program and offer sport builds character as does
. University of Michigan.
football. Anyone who engages in
herewith reasons for doing so:
Some nay-sayers will raise the
one-on-one or two-on-one blocking
Let us look first at the issue of
issue of cost, saying that football
ineluctably shapes fortitude and
discrimination against males and
programs are quite expensive and
emotional
endurance.
blacks. In failing to develop a
drain a university of resources.
Football is a host for the creation
program, we act in a discriminatory
of vital loyalty But properly run, a football
fashion
and memory
program will pay its way and
against
among alumni provide revenue for unprofitable
young
...
alumni
interested
infootsports programs - and we have
who can offer
men who
ball often support the diverse
those at Wright State. Besides,
substantial
might
alumni interested in football often
support to the
receive
activities ofa university.
support the diverse activities of a
Do
university.
financial
university. Not many years ago at
alumni fondly
aid here as
Miami, a wealthy alumnus who
remember the
studentquietude of the library or the lectures gloried in that school's football
athletes. And when we consider that
of the classroom? Hell, no! But they program made a large gift for a
blacks constitute a high percentage
new stadium - and a museum.
will happily recall the crisp fall day
of varsity squads at larger universiWake up Wright State! Qear
of the game, the tailgate parties, the
ties, we are behaving in a racially
up
this "vision thing." Let's
marching band, and the agony and
discriminatory way. In our current
establish a football program that
ecstasy of last minute defeats and
athletic program we fail to provide
will promote equality of opportuvictories.
realistic opportunities to young men
Often standing against the values nities, generate revenue for other
to enter professional football (the
sports, and shore up the spirit of
route to professional football without of a football program are, of course,
our
alumni.
faculty
members,
administrators
and
collegiate experience is difficult) and
students who argue that football has
to join the ranks of football coachCarl M. Becker
no legitimate place in an institution
ing.
Professor, History
of higher learning. I have heard,
Then we have the question of
Director, University Pr~
though, of good universities that
character-building and the molding

King holiday should be day of learning, not rest
I am writing this letter on
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, in
the O12 computer lab under the
library. I woke up this morning,
ate breakfast, read the newspaper,
and came to Wright State to do
homework as I would do on any
Saturday or Sunday. Except today
is a federal holiday, to honor a
man who taught us that we are all
capable of greatness and dignity.
Somehow, though, something
seems wrong with how we honor
his memory. On Memorial Day, it
is right and proper to rest, as a
tangible contrast to the constant
vigilance our citizens have taken
to protect our nation. To close

down on Labor Day seems a fitting
tribute to the struggles of workers to
attain fair conditions and pay. But it
cannot be right that we are off
today.
Martin Luther King, Jr. had a
dream - a dream of a united world,
where all people of all colors,
religions and beliefs would thrive,
growing in their shared love and
respect of one another. MLK taught
people to respect themselves. He
introduced Blacks and Whites, Jews
and Christians into each other's
lives, so that we would never again
separate ourselves into "us' s" and
"them's". Above all other aspects,
he was a teacher, a light that dis-

pelled the darkness of racism and
hatred.
Is this how we honor a teacher,
by closing down our schools?
Racism is ignorance. In educating
ourselves, we help solve the prob
lems we face - illiteracy, drug
abuse, violence, poverty - which
affect everyone everywhere.
Somalians are dying from igno
rance. Slavs are freezing in their
hatred. And children in Dayton kill
each other for shoes because they
don't know that freedom and love
are the only things worth dying for.
Martin Luther King Day must
be a day for learning. Not a day to
learn business or engineering or

even education, but a day to learn
about ourselves and each other.
Not a day to examine the workings
of a frog's heart, but a day to
examine the capacity of our own.
A day spent, not in wondennent
over what the ancients did not
know, but a day to realize how
much more we still have to learn.
Social change is not achieved
by sleeping late on a cold January
Monday. MLK day must be a day
of learning, because, as I look
around the world today, it is still
too early to rest.

David Zinner
Motion Pictures/Philosophy
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"Marri ott strife"
continued from page 1

illegal for Local 70 (the fonner
union) to negotiate a contract with
Marriott at that time.
"Everybody's morale is just
gone. We can't do anything about
this because they're not recogniz
ing - they recognize there is a
union there, but we don't have any
say so. I can go up and say, well
you have to use seniority in order
to dismiss somebody, but they're
not even recognizing seniority."
''They're not even recognizing
anything as far as the union is con
cerned because they say we refuse
to sign the contract," Talbertadded.
"Well, how can we go to the mem
bership and say, 'Here, you make
$300 every two weeks, but your
insurance is going to be $420'?"
The employee who lost his job
appeared disillusioned. "We were
really looking forward to a new
union," he said. "It seemed like 80
pe.rcent of all the workers, maybe
even 90 percent, were looking for
better working standards. That's
what we wanted in this union."
"It seemed like it was bad tim
ing when Marriott took over the
contract and us getting a new con-

tract in the new union," he said. "If
it would have been maybe a year
later on, I think things would have
gone fine."
"I was really happy with Marri
ott when they first came in, it
seemed like they welcomed us, and
it seemed like it was going to be a
really cool company to work for,"
he said. "I'm kind of disappointed
in them right now, as they're kind
of pushing us away to the side."
"In the beginning it was, 'You
are associates, because you are part
of us.' It seems now, we're just
employees, which really disap
pointed me with Marriott," he
added.
The man hinted that Marriott
may be trying to bust the union.
"What seems to be quite unusual is
people that don't have jobs are the
people who were union stewards.
Three people so far lost their jobs
who were union stewards and from
what I hear, there's more people to
lose their jobs."
Karen Bahow, spokeswoman
for United Electrical, confirmed
that three of the six union stewards
have been laid off.

Photo by Scott com,linO

Meruga Srlnlvasa Regendra Kumar, a graduate student at Wright State, works at th8 Rat,
but Is not covered under the current union pollcy.
Talbert also seemed frustrated
with the working conditions. "It's
just like we go in and work, and
that's it," she said "If we have a
problem or have a complaint,
they're not recognizinggrievances.
"We're just out there slaving
away with no kind of benefits or

say in what happens to us," Talbert
said. "And they're watching us
now. They say that's for their labor
practice, that they go and they stand
up and watch you work. You might
as well have a whip in your hand."
The person who lost his job
didn't want to just blame Marriott.

"As I understand, America 8111
South Africa are the only two (ill.
dustrialized) countries without t
nationwide health plan," he said,
"America'sone of the richeSlCOUII.
tries in the continent. If we ctit
have a nationwide health plan, l
would have a job right now."

For full coverage of Wright State news, insightful
commentary, stories covering entertainment and sports,
editorials, comics and classifieds, you don't have to look
any further than your nearest Guardian News Bin. The
Guardian is your student-run newspaper.

Looking for away
to make adifference?

'
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January 25, 26, 27
10:00 until 3:00 Allyn Hall Lobby
Deposit $25.00
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_________
SROtligh_t_ ____
Show presents "songs in praise of nature"
By SCOTT COPELAND
Spotlight Editor

/} Spotlight Planner
What: Hywrnody of Eartlt

Where:Creatlve Arts Center
Malcolm Dalglish describes
Hymnody ofEarth as "a ceremony, When: Jan. 24, 3 & 1 p.m.
Cost: $5 with WSU LD.
as well as a perfonnance, of songs
in praise of nature and the peace
and the grace in balance that's in Dalglish said, "and was astounded
by the musicality of our local
nature."
Dalglish will perfonn Hymnody group."
"In my own backyard, I discov
of Earth with percussionist Glen
Velez and The Bloomington Youth ered that there was a musical group
Chorus Sunday in the Creative Arts that was not only just one of the
most incredibly musical youth
Center auditorium.
Hymnody ofEarth "started as a choirs that I've heard, but also were
desire to sing songs about major very interested in Hymnody."
"I was doing a joint billing with
philosophical subjects that hymns
usually address," Dalglish said. "I the Paul Winter Consort," Dalglish
listened to a lot of traditional said, describing how he met the
hymnody from around the world, percussionist. "I was opening for
as well as older American them and a percussionist who is
hymnody, and incorporated a lot of with them, Glen Velez, was doing
those elements of modal harmo these amazing things with tambou
rines and things."
nies."
"Such delicate sound and so
Dalglish said he was influenced
by Wendell Berry's poetry, which complex yet so articulate, the way
gave him a "sense of place that he played them. I thought, 'What a
(life's) renewable rather than one combination: the dulcimer, which
is also a delicate sound, with some
that's self-destructing."
The Bloomington Youth Cho thing that is equally delicate in a
rus that is directed by Indiana Uni percussion area."'
"Ethnimusicologically, I guess
versity faculty member Mary
you
might say. It's similar to the
Coetze, sings in Hymnody ofEarth.
dulcimer
in that it's one ofthe most
"I was getting my daughter in
ancient
forms
of instruments,"
volved in a ch9ir locally here,"

Co-Curricular Transcript

Malcolm Dalgllsh (center) and friends from the
Bloomington Youth Chorus wlll perform Hymnody of Earth
Dalglish continued. "Our most
popular fonn of the frame drum is
the tambourine. But he plays all of
them."
Dalglish's instrument is the
hammer dulcimer. "I wasn't in
tending on being a musician way
back when I was 20 years old," he
said. "At that point I just wanted to
pick up an instrument that I could
play the rest of my days, and I saw
one. And I thought, 'Well, this is
kind of neat. Do it' So I did it."

'There's no applause during the
middle of it, it's one song cycle,"
Dalglish said of Hymnody ofEarth.
"In that sense it has that element of
ceremony or ritual to it, rather than
element of performance."
"Even though it is a perfor
mance, one song leads into the
next, and Glen Valez's percussion
is brought out quite a bit. As well as
L'le choir's a cappella strength. The
whole show is an hour long. So it's
pretty intense, I guess, that way."

What is the Co-Curricular Tran
script? The fonnation of the C .C.T.
reflects Student Organizations and
Leadership Development's belief
that co-curricular endeavors (those
activities outside the classroom)
provide valuable learning experi
ences and are worthy of recogni
tion. The C.C.T., however, is not
simply a list of your activities, but
designed to be an attractive com
panion to your academic transcript.
It provides future employers and
graduate programs a more com
plete view of a student's abilities
by documenting participation in the
following:
•leadership training activities
(Winter Leadership Seminar, for
example)
•club involvement
•volunteer activities
•other activities such as awards,
recognition and honors
Participation in a WSU leader
ship training activity is the only
application requirement for the
C.C.T. To apply, ask for a C.C.T.
request form in the S.O.L.D. office,
025 University Center, 873-2711.
The cost of the request fonn is $2.

Mingo is Wright State's man in Columbus
By SCOTT COPELAND
~potlight Editor
Joe Mingo returned to WSU in
November, 15 years after gradu
ating. He was hired to be the Di
rector for Government Relations.
Mingo graduated from WSU
in 1977 with a degree in political
science. "When this job came
open, I was very much interested
in coming back to the university,"
Mingo said. "It was a made-for
me job. I mean, they didn't create
the job for me. I don't want you to
misunderstand that."
"But Director for Government
Relations, like somebody said
when the job came open, 'Hey!
Have you seen the newspaper?
There's a job in there that's got
our name all over it.' And it truly
b . s. At least I thought ~- For!u
l1ately for me, the umversity
thought so, also."
"I guess my interest in state
government goes back - I'll put

a little plug in here for Charlie
Funderburk," Mingo said. "Dr.
Funderburk does an internship
class in which students go to Co
lumbus and do internships with
state legislators. I did that."
"I was a poli sci major, mostly
interested in international politics,
and then toward the end
of my degree
I had run out
of courses
that I wanted
to
take,"
Mingo said.
"I started
taking more public administration
and state and local politics, got
involved with that, did an intern
ship in Columbus."
"I
really
found
that
interesting:the lawmaking at state
level. I also have an interest in
law. I have a law degree from
Capital University. So it was a
great marriage."

Mingo now spends much of
his time lobbying the Ohio legis
lature for money for various
projects He recently secured a $2
million grant for the planned Stu
dent Services Complex. He cred
ited the person he succeeded,
Sherry Lewis, with most of the
work for the
success.
. "She did
the yeomen's
portion of the
work on that $2
million"
Mingo said.
"I picked it
up the last month, December, and
just made sure nothing fell apart
that she had put together."
"In this case, the Student Ser
vices Complex, which I found was
a real easy one to do, because it's
not, you know, 'Let's go out here
and build a statue to somebody.'
This is directly related to the bet
tennent of the education environ-

ment of the students."
Mingo stressed the importance
ofacollegeeducation. "Icameout
of high school in '67 ," he said.
"'College degree? I'm going down
to NCR and get me one of those
$15 an hour jobs.' I mean, that was
the attitude."
"Previously, a college degree
was considered a luxury," Mingo
said. "It wasn't an essential. It has
become an essential. If Ohio's
going to enter the 21st century and
compete with the rest of this country and the rest of the world. We
have to provide the workforce. To
do that, Ohio has to start pumping
money into higher education.
That's a message that our legisla
ture is beginning to understand."
Mingo concluded, "Students
and people in general need to be
very assertive in insisting that the
legislature start funding higher
education to a higher degree."
"That's a message that needs
to be put at the end of this article."
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t weekend, there is still a
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Thes e students enhance WSU's ·mage ,
By MARTHA HOWARD

resent the university at open houses for pro
spective students and their parents. Founda
tion members may be found at nearly any
We're pretty much ambassadors of the campus event requiring student representa
university," said Sonja Ogletree, president tives. "When Bill Clinton was here for his
of WSU's Student Foundation, the student campaign speech," Ogletree said, "Student
organization devoted to enhancing the im Foundation members were called on to serve
age of WSU.
as hosts and hostesses."
"We were established in 1991," Ogletree
"To be a member (of the Student Foun
said, "and the purpose of the foundation is to dation), there's opportunities where the stu
advance the public image of the university dent can improve their communication and
through a variety of promotional activities leadership skills in a variety of settings,"
and strategies." Foundation members work Ogletree said. "(Students) also have access
closely with the Office of Alumni Relations to student-alumni career development net
and the Office of Public Relations in their working."
efforts to promote a positive understanding
"It' salsogood for yourresume," Ogletree
of WSU to incoming and prospective stu said. "It gives you something for yourself
dents, administraand for WSU."
tors, faculty.alumni
Foundation
and the community. , , For a second year
members also in
Members of the
volve themselves in
organization, they've been
Student Foundation
campus and commu
very, very active."
. represent WSU in a
nity service projects.
number of ways,
-Kay A. Blue
"For a second
most notably by pos
year student organiing for publicity
ution, they've been
photographs and participating in promotional very, very active," said Dr. Kay A. Blue,
videos and television commercials.
assistant director of the Office of Alumni
Foundation members prepare themselves Relations, Alumni Affairs and WSU Foun
for their duties by taking part in media and dation and Student Foundation advisor.
public relations training and leadership labs.
The foundation recently participated in
Many ofthese "ambassadors" are also regis the "Christmas for Kids" toy drive in con
tered with the WSU Speakers' Bureau and junction with Montgomery County Chil
are frequently called upon to present pre dren Services for the second consecutive
pared speeches to local businesses and orga year. The organization collected 174 toys
nizations. "If students are needed to deliver for needy children in the Dayt0n area
a speech," Ogletree said, "we represent
"We are also working with Career Ser
WSU."
vices on a (career) shadow program that's
The foundation provides students to rep- going to be in effect this winter quarter,"

Staff Writer

f

Wright State University's Student Foundation members celebrate
the success of their "Christmas For Kids" toy drive
Ogletree said. Foundation members have
volunteered their assistance in evaluating
the program.
"Students will be paired with a profes
sional in theircareer interest," Ogletree said.
Initially, students will spend four hours to an
entire day with workers at local businesses.
"After we evaluate the program, we may
extenditforaweekend oramonth,"Ogletree
said. "The program will eventually be opened
to the university as a whole."
Dayton Power and Light, Mead Corpo
ration, Montgomery County Children Ser
vices and NCR are just a few of the 54
companies that have already confirmed par
ticipation in the program.
Because the Student Foundation is a na
tional organization, members also take part

in regional and national conferences. "At
the national conference in Atlanta at Geor
gia Tech, we received first place for beSt
information display table," Ogletree said,
"and we outplaced 160 other colleges and
universities, such as Notre Dameand UCLA
in addition to Georgia Tech. Some of those
groups have been around five years or
more."
"Maybe some students will be discour
aged and think' I'm not that good,"' Ogletree
said, "but we're pretty much a diverse
group. We're open to graduates and under
graduates, traditional and non-traditional
students."
Any student interested in becoming a
member of the WSU Foundation may con
tact Ogletree at 879-6404.

Use your closet to finance your education
you could find it to add to your collection.
lectibles and comics.
My favorite investments are first printWhen looking for a comic book store to
A~t. Spotlight Editor
ings of first issues and comic series. These frequent, there are several things to con
COLUMN
range from Quantum Leap to Teenage Mu- sider. Make sure that you are comfortable
tant Ninja Turtles and Dark Horse Comics' with the atmosphere. Every store has a difStop! Don't throw away that old comic Star Wars Dark Emifjfe.
ferent feel. Pick the one you feel the mo tat
book! You could be throwing away your
To further e}fi~kl their popularity, .•x,~e in.
tuition! Some comics an<1 other collectibles, comics are inc~'~ly becoming tie-rn:s.Wl=;:t;f:~]~fJs also important. If staff mem
if still in good condition, may be \\'.:91la. ·.r ~j~ other mediµ#!~ifor.exampl e, WiU{aitF}f::'~tfaftic'rt9}Y.~e~geable about collectibl '

By AMY RANG
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busmes~. Collect~s clean ou.t -~rr c~~ts com~JT°ks ~ .the srriall[.~~!tj~f?,Jfreand sell issues of vmtage com1c~} ll~.~~tions ce~~Yi~ed amn~ Batma,t=tif~~popula r
·•,_,;;, ~ -:..
for more th~,j50 thousand. O f ~ there Sunda5' at 7 p.m. time slot because of its
¾.
is a catch~~:~omic !leeds toJf}n mint popularity on weekday afternoons.
,~~tA:: ·· "~rfect) ~!J:!9.Jltr::;;;;.
. .-.~~1\-f
But don't think that comics are the only
-~~=;:<o)-==--~;•:~x~JJjyour~~(! f:1fJi!f~{ondi~o n collectibles. ~ction figures, toys and omaand you want to=·s tart:collectmg, you might ments also gam value with age. One rumor
considerinvestinginc omicsthatarecoming reportsthata 1991 Enterpriseomamentfr om
· ( fi;
out now. While you w?n't be able to sell Hallmarksoldatanauc tionfor$3,000ayear
{ ,;
them for much money nght away, there's a after Star Trek fans swanned to the stores
f ~1
good chance they will increase in value over and bought them quicker than they could be
time.
delivered.
An example of a comic currently on the
You may be wondering where you can
stands is the first printing of Superman #75: find comic books and other collectibles. The
The Death of Superman that now sells for answer is as near as your telephone book
$29.95. But you would be incredibly lucky if under comics. Some stores deal in both col-

~<

,.J I- - _..., ....•.~· · -:
f

Going back- to··t~~fultcat helps you
feel comfoi:table
~nless you
have allerg~~.s...,.J.==trfa~t-J::r i/
Probablyt:J lf9Jt¾Um~t thing_ to
look for in a{~~m,?:as::'selecuon. If there 1s a
larg.e selection ~f comics and collectibles
available, you will be able to choose the one
you want.
Now you can go back to your closet.
Only this time be on the lookout for old
comics and collectibles in good condition. If
you find something that you think migh
worth money, check with yourfavorite co .~
book store. Don't throw away those old
comics and toys before you check on their
value.

a~Jf;~~R·:~
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Deep Space Nine boldly goes
where no Star Trek series has gone
before-nowhere. Instea4 thespace
station stands guard over the only
stable wonnhole known to exist
Plot lines will come to Deep Space
Nine, not the other way around.
Scripts will dem with the characters,
how they interact with their fellow
crew members, and how they face
the challenges thrown at them.
As a fan of Star Trek, I jumped at
the opportunity to review Star Trek:
Deep Space Nine after its first two
episodes. According to Gene
Roddenberry's vision, there cannot
be conflict between Starfleet offic
ers. The producers and writers stay other and enhance· the overall ef
faithful to his vision by ~igning fects of the show.
Veteran actor Avery Brooks
crew members to Deep Space Nine
who do not belong to Starfleet. By breathes life into the character of
doing so, the show is strengthened Benjamin Sisko, commander of
by an added sense of tension and Deep Space Nine. There will be few
conflict, something that previous similarities betweenSiskoand Capt.
Jean-Luc Picard. This is because
Star Trek series have lacked.
Deep Space Nine is also darlcer Sisko must learn to dem with the
than any other Star Trek, not just in death of his wife three years earlier
lighting, but in the overall attno at Wolf 359 at the hands of Picard,
sphere. The job of the crew is to who had been takenoverby the half
rebuildaplanetthathasexperienced man/half-machine Borg.
Sislco's hot-tempered first of
more than a half century of political
and social darkness. This thread of ficer, Major KiraNerys, is portrayed
darkness is woven throughout the by Nana Visitor. This spitfire
show: in the lighting, the music, the Bajoran national almost guarantees
background sounds and in the cos Sisko a hard time, mainly because
her loyalties to her planet some
tumes the characters wear.
Deep Space Nine's biggest asset times outweigh her loyalties to the
isitsensemblecast Theirindividual station. The producers made a per
feelings and ambitions playoffeach fect decision in casting Visitor for

AUDITIOl'IIII§
Paramount Parks, formerly Kings Productions, is .holding .
auditions for our 1993 season at Paramount' s Kmgs Island m
Cincinnati, Ohio. A variety of positions ore available _i~duding
singers, dancers, comic actors, instrumentalists, techn1c1ans, and
specialty acts of all types! Come join the fun!

COLUMBUS,, OH
Friday, February 5, 1993
Ohio State University, Hughes 013
6-8 p.m. Singers, Actors, Instrumentalists,
Specialty Acts, Technicians

CINCINNATI,, OH
Saturday and Sunday, February 6
and 7, 1993
Paramount' s Kings Island,
American Heritage Music Hall
11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Singers, Actors,
Specialty Acts, Technicians
1-2 p.m. Dancers
1:30-3 p.m. Instrumentalists

For additional dates and information coll:
Paromount's Kings Island 1-513-398-5600
Paramount Porks 1-800-544-5464

•
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By AMY RANG
AssL Spotlight Editor

PARAMOUNT'S CAROWINDS
•
PARAMOUNT'S KINGS DOMINION

The Guardian

PARAMOUNT'S GREAT AMERICA
PARAMOUNT'S KINGS ISLAND

The show is strengthened by an added sense of
.I. tension and conflict, something that previous Star
Trek series have lacked.
the role.
Rene Auberjonois (Benson) re
turnS to the small screen~ Security
OfficerOdo. Odo's ability tochange
shape allows for many intriguing
plot twists ~ well ~ adding to the
cost of special effects. Auberjonois
does a commendable job of por
traying this alien whose one desire
is to learn where he comes from.
While comparisons to The Next
Generation's Data can be made,
especially because of the prosthetic
ears, Odo promises to be a much
more dynamic character than the
lovable android.

Terry Farrell plays the Trill, Lt.
Jadzia Dax, who has been friends
with Sisko for years. Her calm com
posure and soft words are indica
tive of the centuries-old slug that
lives inside her. It will be interest
ing to see how Farrell continues to
handle the challenge of a dual role.
Siddig El Faddil portrays Dr.
Julian Bashir, an over-eager, fresh
faced Academy graduate with delu
sions of grandeur. His character is
who Wesley Crusher in The Next
Generation should have been. This
is one character I can't wait to see
develop into anexperiencedStarfleet

Officer.
Quark, a Ferengi played by
Annin Shimennan, is certainly no
Guinan, even though he does tend
bar. Viewers have only been intro
duced to the Ferengi in passing, but
now will have the opportunity to
learn what makes them who they
are. This is one of the best writing
and casting moves made by the pro
ducers.
Jake Sisko, Ben Sisko's son, is
played by newcomer Cirroc Lofton.
His limited screen time in the first
twoepisodes makes predictions dif
ficult, but if producer Rick Bennan
is true to his word, we can look
foiward to some conflict between
father and son.
Star Trek: The Nex:1 Generation
fans will surely recognize Chief
Operations Officer Miles O'Brien
played by the talented actor Colm
Meaney. O'Brien is from a new
generation of engineers. Unlike
Scotty from the original series, he
accomplishes miracles thathedidn 't
know he had in him. It is good to see
that Meaney has finally gotten the
role he rightly deserves after years
ofbit pans on television and in film.
Rick Berman and Michael Piller
have created a show full of great
promise and integrity. If it develops
half as well ~ The Next Genera/ion
in its first few seasons, there~s noth
ing to stop Deep Space Nine from
becoming a bright star in the science
fiction universe. It'sonlyamatterof
time until it replaces its immediate
predecessor at the top of syndicated
shows.

RESIDENTIAL
SUMMER CAMP
STAFF
The Office of Pre-College Programs at Wright State
University is currently seeking highly motivated,
responsible college students to serve as residential camp
assistants. High energy level and leadership abilities
essential. Previous experience working with students in
grades 7-12 a must. Weekly stipend plus room and board.
Call 873-3135 for application.

Call 873-3135 or stop by
163 Millett Hall for application.
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FILM
Alive****
This is not an Irwin Allen disaster movie, but Lhe real deal. Ask
yourself, do you really want to see
this? If you do, it is a fascinating
story well told, but be warned: it is
a very grueling journey. (Scott
Copeland)

***

Body ofEvidence

in the title role - though some of
the supporting performances are
embarrassingly bad. (Scott Copeland)

Hoffa

**

Before I saw this film, I saw no
burning reason for it to exist. After
I saw this film, I saw no burning
reason for it to exist. (Scott Copeland)

Nowhere To Run

Hey, it turned me on. The end
sequence was embarrassing and the
script sometimes left my mind
wandering. But somehow I don't
think my mind was the organ at
which this film was aimed. (Scott
Copeland)

*

Chaplin
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Inept does not begin to describe
Sir Richard Attenborough 's direc
tion of this monstrous mess. The
only saving grace for this film is
RobertDowney,Jr. 's performance

**

The cinematography is great.
Buttheeditingwasapparentlydone
with a hatchet, the script went
through rewrite hell (four writers
are credited), and the music is both
mundane and overdone. Jean
Claude Van Damme's macho-type
posturing also gets tired real quick.
(Scott Copeland)

Down By Law

**

This movie looks great, has
some very good performances and
itis well di~ted by Jim Jarmusch.
Unfortunately, these elements

neverreallycome together to make
the movie click. Classify this one a
"nice try." (Eric Robinette) Play
ing Thursday at 10 p.m. and Fri
day at 8 p.m. in 116 Health Sci
ences.

Stairway To Heaven
As film buffs, we were glad to
see this film on the UCB schedule.
As film reviewers, we were frus
trated, because it is not available
on video. That is a compliment,
nota criticism. We understand
Michael Powell's examination of
life after death is excellent, but we
have not seen the film so we can't
review it. (Scott Copeland and Eric
Robinette) Playing Sunday at 7
p.m. in 116 Health Sciences .

Batman Returns

***

Danny DeVito's Penguin is
boring and goes down as one of his
few misfires. Michael Keaton,how
ever, is underrated as the title char
acter, and Michelle Pfeiffer's
Catwoman is worth the price of
admission. (Scott Copeland) Play
ing this week on video in the Rat.

Wayne's World

***

Because it takes an idea that
works best in IO minutes and
stretches it out to 90 minutes, this
movie has its fair share of missed
opportunities and muffed jokes.
However, the jokes that do work
are hilariously on-target. (Eric
Robinette) Playing next week on
video in the Rat.

MUSIC
King Missile

Happy Hour

***

By now, most have heard the
college novelty hit, "Detachable
Penis." That's the best thing here,

but other pleasures abound for the
with an inclination for metaphys"
cal humor. Also makes good back
ground music for your next visit to
the rubber room. (Andrew Rogers)

L.A. Guns

Cuts

***

L.A. Guns is alive and well,
this five song E.P. of remakes and
unreleased tracks proves it. It's not
an original album, but all five tracks
rock, so who cares if it's original or
not? (Scott Copeland)

Utah Saints

Utah Saints

***

With "What Can You Do For
Me," and "Something Good," the
Utah Saints bonded pop hooks to
the techno rhythms, creating a more
musical form oftechno. Both these
songs are included here, but most
of the songs on their self-titled al
bum tend to the beat heavy with
little or no melody. The results are
less than fantastic. (Joe Lawrence)

12th ANNUAL CE:LEBRATION!

St. Elizabeth Sports Medicine
Now at Wright State University

Tuesday Sports Injury Clinic 12:45 - 3:30 p.m. in the Frederick A. White Health Center.
Call 229-6692 for an appointment to the campus clinic.

ST. ELIZABETH MEDICAL CENTER

State-of-the-Heart Technology

=

CALL TODAY
a/tlT1W SPnlG IRfAK

l#OftHATIONA/ID IIESEIVATIOHS

1-800-321-59 11
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MAKE THE
MOST OF YOUR
DEGREE
Free Initial Consultation
Resume Writing and Development
!#Ji nr; ;
Laser Type Setting
=
50 Copies; 1 FREE Revision
ABET RESUMES
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,,,.mt»,, Pro,...lon•IAnoc•tlonof
RHUm• Wr#•rs

429-2475

Cover Letters and Reference Sheets
National Resume Database
1-2 Day Service - Student Discount
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By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor
WrightState'sbattlewith West
ern Illinois resembled the strategy
seen in a boxing match. The
Leathernecks jabbed to an early
lead, but the Raiders provided a
few uppercuts themselves and de
livered the knockout punch late in
the game.
Both teams traded jabs and
hooks in the first half as Western
Illinois regained a 40-38 halftime
advantage.
After additional sparring in the
second half, Wright State landed
the haymaker with 5: 12 left in the
game - or so it thought
WSU point guard Mark Woods
lobbed a pass to teammate Bill
Edwards, who rattled the rim with
a thundering dunk to give the Raid
ers an 72-62 lead.
But the referees, not wanting to
miss out on the fun, slapped Ed
wards with a technical foul for
hanging on the rim. The crowd
promptly littered the Nutter Center
floor with boos and plastic balls which the WSU cheerleaders toss
into the stands during the game.
After public address announcer
Gordie Wise asked the crowd to

·

Photo by Megan Jorgenson

WSU's BIii Edwards (drlbbllng) looks to help the Raiders pull away from the competition.
refrain from tossing the balls, refereeJamesCopenhaverslappedthe
crowd with Wright State's second
technical.
Wright State coach Ralph Underhill thought the technical on
Edwards was wrong, and said the
call on the crowd only compounded
the error.
"I've watched a lot of basketballonESPN.I'vewatchedalotof
college games and I haven't seen a
technical called on hanging on the
rim yet this year," Underhill said.
"There was a kid underneath of
him and it was a ridiculous call. It
was flat ridiculous. Woods throws
it on a lob and there's a kid under

(Edwards), it was a weak call.
That's all I can say. I'm tired of it
and it's time for me to say something about it"
"When- I was swinging, I
thoughtlwasgoingtoslipoff,then
the guy got under me," Edwards
said. "Then the crowd, I thought
they were going to give them a
warning and then just gave them a
technical."
"My feeling was that a (plastic)
ball did come on the floor, but he's
already made a call," Underhill
added. "Unless they nail him in the
head with a beer bottle, I think they
should issue a warning on the
crowd.Hell,healreadyblewacall.

Bigtime,asfarasl'mconcerned."
. But Wright State didn't blow
thegame,eventhoughLeatherneck
Shane Teagarden drained all four
technical free throws, cutting
WSU'sleadto72-66. Westernllli
nois failed to score on its next pos
session, allowing Wright State's
Andy Holderman to net his fourth
3-pointer of the second half and
enable WSU to drop the
Leathernecks onto the canvas.
"We told Andy _the shots were
there and for him not to worry
about it I took him out every once
in a while to settle him down a little
bit," Underhill said. "In the second
half ... he got back in rhythm."

Overcoming language barrier can be a "technicality"
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor
Communication can be a form
of art, especially when the dia
logue is between a basketball coach
and an official.
Wright State men's basketball
coach Ralph Underhill has experi
enced coaching at the high school
and collegiate levels, and although
he has filled the ears of officials
with plenty of words, Underhill
has yet to get himself in trouble.
"In my 29 years, I'm sure there
has been a heated debate, but it's
never gotten out of hand," said
Underhill, who had two technical
fouls called against his team dur
ing a Jan. 16 game against Western
Illinois.

"You don't want to get a tech - onto the court.
nical against your own club," he
"I've watched a lot of basket
said. "People say coaches get ball on ESPN. I've watched a lot of
technicals to fire up their team, but college games and I haven't seen a
nobody likes to
technical called
have a technical
on hanging on
called against
the rim yet this
you."
year," an upset
Underhill said
Underhill
after Saturday's
didn't like it
game. "Itwasflat
against
the
ridiculous ... it
Leathernecks and,
was a weak call."
according to reports, had to be restrained by his
Despite the technicals, Under
assistants. Wright State's Bill Ed hill ~ws the officials are doing
wards was tagged with a technical their jobs the best they can.
for hanging on the rim after a dunk,
"There are a lot of good offi
and the crowd was slapped with a cials out there," he said. "An offi
technical after tossing plastic bas . cial can have a bad game like a
ketballs - which the cheerleaders player or a coach. It's a human
toss into the stands during the game game and they can make mistakes."

All Underhill wants them to do
is admit their mistakes when they
occur.
"I don't think there is a coach in
the country that doesn't talk to the
officials," Underhill said. "If an
official says 'I'm workinghardand
I missed it,' then a coach can't ask
for more than that."
Most of the time Underhill in
forms the officials ofa missed tra v
eling call or hand checks in hopes
of getting the officials to call the
infraction.
"They are doing a job, too. Both
coaches are talking, but the offi
cials don't talk to the coaches much
or at least they aren't supposed to,"
Underhill said. "A coach from the
sideline can pretty much say any
thing about the game."
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Raiders mauled by Bobcats, look for Mid-Con repeat
By JEREMY DYER
Assistant Sports Editor

Although Wright State's
swimming and diving teams
aren't blowing their oppo
nents out of the water this
season, coach Matt Liddy sees
no reason why they shouldn't
repeat as conference champi
ons.
AfterFriday's loss at Ohio
University, the men and
women dropped to 4-2 and 43, respectively. The 131-112
loss was very close according
to Liddy.
"A 10 to 20 point loss is
like one or two points in bas
ketball," he said.
"We were ahead halfway
phtoto by Dave Hwang
through the meet, but O.U. Wright State's swimming teams are gearing up for a repeat in the Mid-Continent Conference
came on strong in the last
finish without another
the Raiders travel to Louis
half."
loss,
and
the
women
may
ville and then to Kenyon.
Freshmen freestylists Tim
only
lose
one
more.
Liddy characterizes Louis0' Neill
and
Darren
Heidenreich swam well acThe first step is for
·······..
ville as a team having a
cording to Liddy.
WSU to get past West0' Neill won the 50 and emKentucky,aschool
100 free while Heidenreich where the other team
took the 500 and 1,000 free isn't necessarily the
and was on the second place main opponent.
200 free relay team.
"We're their big
The Raiders finish
Janelle Hite won the 400 meet each year and
their regular season
intermediate and the 100 fly they really get fired
schedule against a
for the Raiders and was on up," Liddy said.
tough
Bowling
the 200 medley relay team
"Each year they invite all these crazy people screaming Green team, followed by
that placed first.
fraternities and sororities to and hollering! Talent-wise we homestands against Xavier
With six meets left for the the meet and the one that should beat them, but it's al- and Cincinnati.
men and five for the women , makes the most noise wins a ways tough."
Wright State then has a
Liddy believes the men could keg of beer. They have all
After Western Kentucky, three week break to prepare

t,,y MID:'\,,-~ d:~~~!1:;::~~
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Anderson snubbed as All-American
Wright State in 1992, while losing
three. He saved one game, struck
out 110 batters and walked 16. He
Despite not being selected as a was named the Mid•Continent
preseason All-American, Wright Conference·s Player of the Year
State junior pitcher Brian Ander and Pitcher of the Year, leading
son was tabbed as the nation's 11th Wright State to the school's first
best pitcher and a first-round draft baseball conference title with a 40pick.
16 record.
"I'm disappointed he wasn't a
Anderson also attempted to
first team All-American/' said make the United States Olympic
Wright State baseball coach Ron team as a walk-on.
Nischwitz.
The lefthander from Geneva,
"Because our conference is Ohio, didn't make the final Team
weak, he didn't get the recognition USA cut and spent the remainder
he should have. Unfonunately, · of the summer playing in the Cape
when talking about All-Americans, Cod League.
stats are imponant Brian isn't in
"He didn ,t get to pitch as much
terested in stats, he just wants to as I hoped he would," Nischwitz
win games."
said. "WhentheteamwenttoSpain,
Anderson won 11 games for he played in the Cape Cod League.

By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor

He• s a pretty loose individual who
gets rid of frustration pretty fast I
hope he doesn't try to perform more
than he is capable of.,,
Nischwitz said this year's team
could be the best in school history,
and the Raiders will test that theory
staning Feb. 20 as they open the

for the Mid-Con champion
ships.
"Rightnowwe'resmooth
ing over the rough edges and
working on very small tech
nique things," Liddy said.
"Our big thing is staying
healthy. We have a lot of
colds and flu."
Last week freestylist
Amanda Dieter was sick and
was questionable for the meet
against O.U.
"We didn't know if she
was going to swim even when
we got there," Liddy said.
"She did swim and won the
events she was in."
Liddy said that there is
some pressure to repeat in
the conference. Although this
is the women's first year in
the Mid-Con, they won last
year's North Star Confer
ence, much of their competi
tion will be familiar, having
also switched to the Mid-Con.
"We won both men and
women last year so everyone
is gunning forus,"Liddy said.
"We won't be satisfied as
a team if we just win the
conference. Our goal is to
score more points than we
did last year. Last year we
basically went in and won
everything. We won by 200
points, so if we win this year
by 10 does this make us a
better team this year?"

r----------=----=-------------- ---,

EARN$$$
Research participants needed for a study on
personality charactersitics. Questionaires can be
completed at your convenience in about an hour and
a half. $5.00 cash paid immediately. Males and
females needed. Call 873-3050 to schedule.

season.
"We have a unique schedule
and start a week earlier," Nischwitz
said. "One problem teams from the
north face to teams in the south is
that those in the south get to play
four or five times a week.
"In the north, teams may play
just once a week. Even though we
are on the road the first six week
ends, it should give pitchers like
Brian to have 13 stans by the time
April gets here.,,

DO YOU RECEIVE

SSDI OR
SSI?

WE CAN SHOW YOU
NEW WAYS TO USE
YOUR BENEFITS TO GET
VANS, COMPUTERS,
EDUCATION AND MOR
\

CALL

800-485-5040
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Wright State honors national champions
"

eluding a 17-3 record in the
.
'
By GREG BILLING
Physical
Education
Building,
Sports Editor
and capped the season with a
Wright State plans to 92-73winovertheDistricto f
honor its 1982-83 national Columbia in the championchampionship
ship game.
basket b a 11
~==..,_.,.,..,..,.,.,...-.--,
"Div. II had
teamJan.23as
1 8 0 - p 1 us
the Raiders
~;;;;;;;~~
schools. To
host a Midsay that you
C o n ti n e n t
·~~~~.6~,
were the best
in that division
Conference
on
that
game against
evening,
it's
Eastern Illitough," said WSU coach
nois.
Fans will have the oppor Ralph Underhill.
"They were a great bunch
tunity to collect autographs
from the Div. II champions of guys. It was a big thrill. It
provided some great memo
at halftime.
The championship team ries for kids who put some
WSU wtll honor tts national championship team Jan. 23 at halftime of Saturday's game.
went 28-4 on the season, in- sweat on the gym floor."
,
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SPRING
BREAK CASH

••

STUDENTS
Earn extra cash
by donating

613
E. Rfth St.,

Dayton

your urgentJy needed plasma at

~

THE FUN AND ADVENTURE PLACE

••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••
WEDNESDAY

plasma alliance
"People Helping p~•

Rolling Rock Night

, Mon.-Thurs. 6:30 a.m.. 8:30 p.m.
Fri. 6:30 am. • 6:00 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 8;00 a.m. • 3:00 p.m.
CALL FOR INFO: 224-1973

..,.,

~,

c

_ __,:::'--="=""=..,.-~.::;2!..:!hl .9-e

,

i 155

Free Rolling Rock Frisbees ( while they last),
drawings for Free Rolling Rock T-Shirts and
great Rolling Rock specials .

e. Helena St.

Dayton, Ohio

T::E-I"l:.JR

SDA.Y

RTABul 22

AT 4

LJUUIPIMN

E. ,_.,. • - .I
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I

10 Required.
Proof of Age

"Deck the WALLS Night"
Bring in something to hang from
our walls and become eligible to
WIN a trip to the BAHAMAS.
'~s if this weren't enough to
make your Thursday night" we also
offer great specials on MOLSON
and MILWAUKEE'S BEST. Door
prizes too.

•

UI)

Also
You car, ••m up to $150/month or more!
We are able to axx,modale yOJt o,;anlz.atlaM nMdl to eam tlc)uNlndalmcnthl

We offer the best DJs and Dance
Music In town every FRIDAY and
Saturday.

NEWDONORS:

S times w11h1n 21 days ..
$20.$20,$15, $15,$25
REGULAR DONORS:
110-149 lbs. • $15
150-174 lbs.,. $16
175 lbs. Of more -. $ t7

Exan,>le: Up lo $150 per tt:.,dent

...J..21

S:,,5,

Sludents

COMING SO<lNU

S1ll1 Eli Bo1,\1L BJLAS'Jr
JANt.TARY a:t
2

228-8060

~

:).~

Mid-Con
Tourney
tickets
on sale
atWSU

Tickets for the 1993 men's Mid
Continent Conference basketball
tournament will go on sale Jan. 23
through TicketMaster and the Nut
ter Center Box Office.
Cost for the tickets - which
allows admission to all three ses
sions - are $30.
The tournament - hosted by
Wright State - runs from March
7-9 as four games are scheduled for
the first day. The semifinals are
March 8 and the championship
game is March 9.
WrightState students with valid
identification can purchase up to
two all-session tickets for $15 each.
Single-session tickets will go on
sale late in February.
For further information, con
tact the Wright State athletic of
fices at (513) 873-2771, any Mid
Con athletic ticket office or any
TicketMaster location.
Tickets may be purchased at
the WSU Box Office Monday
through Friday from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. and Saturday from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. They may also be charged
by phone in Dayton by calling (513)
228-2323; in Cincinnati by calling
(513) 749-4949 or in Columbus by
calling (614) 431-3600.
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Comics & Garnes

COMICS & GAMES

G)

ACROSS

42 Nautical
man
of a group
43 "Norma5 Arum plant
44 Host
10
11
45 Heating
name
tank
14 Hodgepodge 47 Olympian
15 Bitter drug
"8 Lost In
16 Festive
dellght
17 Stay calm
'9 Concerning
20 Over there
52 Bem'•
21 Mnaag•
river
22 Fultof
53 -whiz!
substance
58 "- Tales 0
23 Penny
(Cooper)
24 Sleevele&a
Yielct.d
g:rment
81 Mature
28
lward
62 Like a bump

8W ■m
37 Home
7 Be bested
38 Spanish
8 Bandle.ct.,
river
Brown
39 Discharge
9 Hardwood
45 F•udal
10 Con1enl
holding
11 Computer
4& Contempc►,
input
rary cartel
12 Thanks - I
47 Record
13 Great
48 11
number
49 Water
18 Was In the
growth
red
so - tide
11 Ml5chlevous 51 Bulldlng
23 Throw
part
24 Shrewd,
52 SerP4"1tI
In Scotland
53 - monat•ro
25 Encourage
54 Sufficient.
In crime
to poets
28 Certain
S5 Incite&
musician
57 Wort( unit
27 Sphere of
58 Narrow
conftict
Inlet
28 Halt
SI Krazy29 Pluvial
30 Transfer.
able design
31 Quartz
variety
32 Sad sack
34 School
affair•

.

1 Canvaa1lng

N
N

oen..

:::J
worthyD..

-c
I...

eo

appearanc.

21 USphysiclst
30 Water
barrier
33 Makes huffy
34 GlaH
sections

35 Cone.It
36 Source

otprtcte
40 Units of
measure
41 Dartt

3:

on63 Copycat
64 TatkaUve
85 Playing

t/J

marbles

tn

DOWN
1 Slow
2 Grocery
Item
3 Legal
paper
4 Cut
5 Dog

0

I...

,

MAGICWORD
HOW TO PlAY: Reid the list of words. Look

GNISSO RCYTEF ASD
STTISIV TFUELU PI
NFSYEK NTRAFF ICR
WEACR UISEHTU OSE
OLETOM SNGISY TEC
TBUCKL EUPSER IRT
UYAWH GIHATT ENII
AFOODT SERAHN ATO
WRYIEL DTKTGE NSN
HTRONL RUWEIC OES

at the puule.

You'I flnCI u~w words In 11 dlrec11ons - hortzontaMy, vent

cally, dlagonaly, backwards. Draw a ctrct. an>und each a.I·
ter of • word found In the puule, then ttrike it off the liat.
Circling it wil ahow • letter haa been uaed but wil leave it
m1ble should it also torm pert 01 another word. Find the big
woros first. When seneni Of et listlld worm
cifeled. rou'II
have the givtf\ nu'""r of i.ne,. left ewer. They'I . . - out
your MAGICWORD.

•r•

ROAD TRIP (Sol.: 11 letters)
A-Arrive, Auto; B-Bridge, Buckle up; C-County,
Crossing, Cruise; D-Depart, Directions, Drive;
E-East, Exit; F-Food, Fuel up; ()-Games, Gaso
line; H-Highway; K-Keys; L-Lane, Late, Left,
Lost; M-Miles, Motel; N-Nortb; P-Parkway; R
Ramp, Rest, Right, Route; S-Safety, Scenery,
Signs, South, State, Street; T-Tires, Toll, Town,
Traffic, Travel, Trek; V-Visit; W-Weather,
West, Wheel; Y-Yield

E B O ·I D A I O A WR S I MT

ENALVT VRYTEP MAR
LOSTLE ENILOS AGE
REHTAE WXIKER TTE
DEPART EMLEVA RTT

" 1992 Tribune Moclia Sen.ices
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Office Polltlcs
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NATIONAL
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WILi. l«1T IE ISS~
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Word Jumble

Answers
,------ ------- ------- --, Crossword
LA
LL
Unscramble tMM fo•r words,

lHE CD CONNECTION

N

CASE LOGIC.
Here's a great way to organize
an entire CD collection - in on
square foot of floor space.
Case Logic's new CD Tower
rotates for convenient access to
240 CDs, as well as double CDs
and CD magazines.
Available in Natural oak or black
woodgrain finish.

co1oweA
Modtl CDT-240f<

Beavercreek

Black 7999
Oak 8999

I

I I I

STRAIG

X

IGINGON

(] I

■■ ■ c

t]

GA

Lazarus Kettering Center

Corners at the Mall

Corner of Dorothy Lane
& Woodman
in Kettering

St Rt 725 Between
the Dayton Mall & i-75
Near Toy's 'A' Us

NE s

O AM

■ E GO

R I p E N. ■ A
■ G A S
■ T

V E■

L OG

sy
AWS
Ma lcword Answer

A p E ft

NOil VNl1S30
Now arrange the circled letters to
fonn the surprise answer, as sug•
gested by tho above cartoon.
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c,,992 Tribune MeO.- ServiCM

OLJRING WORLDWAAX-1HE U.S.
GOVERNMENT ESTABLISttED

WOMEN'S AOXILIAA'f BRANCHE5
Of THE. 5~1CE,

426-1401 293-7555 433-3472
411 OColonel Glenn Hwy
1 Mile West of
Wright State University
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REWAY
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four ordinary words.

"THE COMPACT DISC STORE"
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lettn lo Hell 141uatt, lo FCKIII

WHAT DID 1Hf!1f. STAND FOR-
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Word JumbleAnswers
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WHO WAS We FIRS1 P#tESIOeNT TO
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HOW MAN'i BATHROOMS ARE
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GENERAL
rrit/ $25.

Call Karen at 294-2379 after
7:30 p.m. or on weekends.

BETA ~I O~EGA -Beta Phi Omega
would like to introduce you to another side
of college life. College can be more than
rntrlly going to classes. Let us help you

make the most of it While we help you
make the most of you. Meet people,
anngthen your stronger qualities and
cllv9lop your weaker ones. For information
contact Mark at 293-2379.

Fr11 cats and kittens (8 weeks and up) to a
good ~e. Playful, good tempered,
lffec:lionate, and great with kids. If
lnllrllted, call Lisa 254-8776.

Il l HELP WANTED I
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Individuals
Ind Student Organizations wanted to
~te.the Honest Spring Break
DestinaliOns, call the nation's leader. lnter
Clmpus Programs 1-800-327-6013.
GREEKS & CLUBS $1.000 AN HOURI
Each mem~r of your frat, sorority, team,
club, etc. P1t~es in just one hour and your
group can raise $1,000 in just a few daysl
Plus a chance to earn $1,000 for yourself!!
No cost. No obligation. 1-800-932-0528
ext. 65

Spring l'llk '93 Eam frt• Ido, and
.c.bll.~pus Reps wanted to promote
lhe 11 Spring Break Destinations
o.,t~ Beach and Panama Chy. Best
organized, best priced on campus. Call 1800-687-3378.

Excellent Extra Income Now! Envelope
stuffing - - $600-$800 every week - Free
Details: SASE to International Inc., 1356
Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, New York
11230.

Young, disabled male needs assistance for
swimming. Dressing, undressing, and
assistance in the water. $25/Week.
Preferably male. Call Matt 426-8963.
Accepting applications for office and factory
work. Full and part-time available. Please
apply in person. Ali Industries, Inc. 611
Yellowsprings-Fairfield Rd. Fairborn.
Part-time, flexible hours, in sales/marketing
development. Ideal candidate will have a
Junior or Senior standing in Computer,
Engineering, Marketing, or
Communications with a strong technical
background. Send resume to: Systran
Corporation, Personnel/TM, 4126 Linden
Ave., Dayton, OH 45432-3068. EOE .

The Soiutjon to your
New Year's Resolution !!!

WANTED
30 people
who are seroius
about losing weight!!
I can show you how!
call Dave

299-9910
for your .EB.EE
consultation

BANK

N.A.

••• Awesome Spring Breaks! Bahamas
Cruise includes 10 meals $279, Panama
City with kitchen $119, Key West $249,
Daytona (kitchens) $149, Cancun $459
Jamaica $4791 1-800-678-6386.
'
Spring BrNk '93 -Party with the bestl
S. Padre Island from $99, Cancun Mexico
from $479, Bahamas/Cruise from $269.
Join over 1 million partiersl Call Student

Express Vacations 1-800-TOUR-USA.
Athletic, dashing, professional male, Greg,
21, has found athletic, intelligent,
captivating, extremely attractive
professional female, Cindy, 24, for
romantic, moonlit walks under the stars;
quiet dinners in front of the fire, stimulating
conversation and just an all-around good
time. Let's talk. Love, Greg.

Ill

Olsten ran stlCM' you 11™' to tum your
spare time into~ CiSh.We have a wide range
of tanporary j<n that are ideal for students.
We'll help you find j<n that are right for
your skills and your sdlerlule.
Corne to Ob1en for tq, paying taTIIX>rary
j<n. And make the rn<N of your oollege years.

Dt/lJJ
SERVICES

The Working Solution.

Call
Downtown
228-3954

or
Centerville

AMY APARTMENTS, VILLAGE OF
RIVERSIDE - Adjacent to area B, WPAFB,
4.8 Ml. to WSU, 1 bdrm dlx,ww carpet, AIC,
600 sq. ft; ample, lighted parking: quiet
secure area. #11 & #23 RTA bus out front.
UNFURNISHED- $310- 360/mo.
Huber Heights - Female graduate student
will share 3 bedroom, 2 bath with
responsible female. $230 • 1/2 utilities,
$100 deposit 233-8469

The easy way
to get attention•..
place a classified ad
CALL 873-2505 FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING INFORMATION

435-2800

IBsERVICES
A BETTER RESUME As a former
Personal Manager, I'll write a laser printed
~esu~e for you and tell you how to get
interview - - guaranteed I You only have
one chance to make a good first
impression, and your resume Is itl
Remember, you spent a lot of time and
money on your education, so don't waste it
with less ~an a very professional resume.
~tud~nt discount (bring this ad) . Free
1nterv1ew. Steve Coleman 278-3242.

a

1

sERVICEs

Income Tu Preparation - Reasonable
rate , pick up and delivery , individual and
small business. Gary Beckler 427-5455 or
1-372-6325.

CALL 873-2505 FOR CLASSIFIEDS

Positions average between 15 - 20
hours per week, working 3 days
per week. We offer a starting pay
of $5.40 per hour, this includes
base pay plus an 8% shift
premium pay. Potential for
increases based on productivity
and
quality of work.

You may complete an Employment
Application Monday - Friday from
11:00 a.m. to 1:00 pm or send your
resume to:
SOCIETY BANK NA
Human Resources
34 North Main St.
Dayton, Ohio 45402

1

Word Pr~ssing - term papers, resumes,
mam.sa1pts,etc. Reasonable rates. Quick
turnaround. Julie - 275-2904 .

Part-time positions
available in our Check
Processing Department.

Hours are approxiinately:
Monday through Friday, 3-9 pill
Saturday 12 pin - 5 pnt
If you have any questions
concerning these positions,
contact Don Wheeler
Monday through Friday,
noon to 7pm at 226-6242.

You don't have to
wait until you graduate
to earn good money.

RENT/HOME

Benefits include:
~ Tuition Reiinburseinent
~ Paid Vacation and Holidays
~ Flexible Scheduling

EOEM!F/HN
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CLASSIFIEDS

IPi HELP WANTED I IC PERSONALS

FOR MbE - mini trampoline for exercise -

The Guardian
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Spotlight

Suicide Prevention Center offers studen t opport unit
well

By SfEVE McCAIN

·

Editor In Chief

Some say students should use their college
years to work for the betterment of society.
More practical-minded people might argue
that students should focus on molding them
selves for post-college employment.
Wright State graduate David Cobb says
local students now have the opportunity to do
both - by volunteering to help the Suicide
Prevention Center Crisis Line.
VolunteeringfortheDayton-areatelephone
service, Cobb said. gives people "a sense of
accomplishment, of being a part of something
good."
"Besides that,., he added. "It looks great on
a resume. I don't want to sound like an oppor
tunist, but this is one thing that when you go
intoan interview, you don'thaveto wonder, 'Is
this important enough to bring up?' You know
it's important. It's not like you're discussing
how well you've done in English 222."
Cobb-who volunteered for the crisis line
from March of 1991 until after his June 1992
graduation from Wright State - made his
comments in conjunction with a current drive
for suicide hotline volunteers.
Hoping to augment the 68-person staff,
crisis center officials solicit and train volun
teers four times per year.
"We'realwaysacceptingvolunteers/' said
Crisis Center training coordinator Jean Brice.
"But we only conduct the training four times a
year." This volunteer drive is in conjunction
with a planned February training program.
But even though the organization is eager
to attract volunteers, Brice said she sometimes
has to tum away prospective workers. "We
have to screen people carefully,n she said. "In
order to want to work here, a person has to care.
And they have to be able to listen non
judgmentally."
Brice calls in all applicants and, during
mandatory interviews, screens out those who
appear driven by a personal agenda. ''That's
our main thing,., Brice said. "We're not con
cerned with academic preparation. We're look
ing for someone who can set aside their own
agenda and listen to somebody that needs to be

listened to."
linesaysalotofthingsa boutyouthatyoucan't
"In fact," she added, "the ability to listen convince an employer ofjust through an inter
and care non-judgementally is the only com view. It•snot a magic ticket to get you a job, but
mon trait among our volunteers. Other than it looks good."
that, we've got males and females from their
But Cobb's incentive for volunteering
early 20s to their 70s. We've got people of wasn't quite that complex.
every economic status. And our educational
"I was a Wright State student, but I was also
level represents a pretty broad spectrum, too." unemployed. So I had a couple free hours. I
Upon acceptance, volunteers undergo four decided that rather than watching 'The Judge'
weeks of training, followed by 18 hours of and 'Gilligan•s• Island every afternoon, I could
apprenticeship during which they work the be doing something useful, Cobb said.
phones along with an experienced volunteer.
Cobb then contacted a United Way repre
"After all that," Brice said, "we ask for a one sentative, who gave him a list of prospective
year commitvolunteer agencies.
ment to work
'They gave a me
two six-hour
a bunch of ideas,"
don't want to sound like an
shifts permonth.
Cobbsaid,"andatfirst
opportunist, but this is one
And as long as
I didn't think much
thing that when you go into an
people work
about the suicide pre
here, we're con
inteiview, you don't ~veto won vention thing. But I
tinually assess
had a friend that com
der, 'Is this important enough to
ing their work
mitted suicide a
and giving them
couple years ago."
bring up?
-David Cobb
feedback."
"I guess that was
But what's
partofmyincentive,"
in it for the volunteer?
he continued. 'This was a chance to directly
Besides the self-satisfaction and resume address a problem that had hit a friend ofmine;
enhancement, Brice said volunteers often real and maybe it was a chance for me to gain some
ize great rewards. "I'd have to say one of the understanding of it."
main things is the people we get to work with.
Even in the midst of such self-disclosure,
They're remarkable, not just the people work some details surrounding the Suicide Preven
ing here butthe people who call in reaching out tion Center remain shrouded in secrecy.
to help themselves at a very difficult time.You
"Well, I wouldn't call it secrecy," said
really have to admire them,., she said.
Brice ofthe non-disclosures. "We have a very
Cobb agreed, but from a more pragmatic high standard ofconfidentiality. That's impor
standpoint.
tant for this kind of operation."
"There are a lot of good people working
"We're not secret in the sense that people
there, from students to business and commu aren't proud of what they do here, Brice added.
nity leaders. You get a chance to work with a "It's just that there are advantages to talking to
variety of very knowledgeable people," Cobb someone you'll never meet face to face."
said.
To alleviate such meetings, telephone vol
He also agreed with Brice that the greatest unteers use only their first names when an
rewards are less tangible. "It's like when I swering the phones. Callers, of course have the
started volunteering. At first it was a scary option ofproviding their names, butall conver
thing," he said. "But when I finished my shift, sations are confidential. Similar confidential
I felt - I don't know. I would go in kind of ity surrounds the location of the telephone
nervous and go out feeling triumphant I think center-also to prevent callers and volunteers
that feeling is what makes a person want to from meeting.
comeback."
"It's not in anybody's best interest for the
"Still," Cobb added, "working the crisis caller and volunteer to lose the anonymity that

,,I

~

the telephone affords us. That's what
working toward," she said.
Cobb said the number of volunteers an
swering phones at a given time also is not
disclosed.
"The important thing," Cobb said. "is that
we have enough volunteers. I think it's a great
thing for students - and not just psych. ma
jors. We're looking for anybody that thinks
they can handle it. In general, everybody should
apply to volunteer."
"I also think people should know that this
place doesn't always have a somber atmo
sphere. Surewetakeourcallsseriously, but we
don't walk around like a bunch of monks,"
Cobb added.

IIIIANYONE INTERFSTED IN VOLUNTEERING EI
TIIER R>R nm PUPPET PROGRAM OR R>R TELEPHONE
WORK AT FOR

nm SUIODE PREVENTION CENTER

SHOULD CAIL 297-9096.

A puppet alternative
Anyone who•s interested in volunteer work
but who cringes at the thought oftrying to calm
down a prospective suicide victim might con
sider the Suicide Prevention Center's puppet
program.
David Cobb, a Wright State graduate who
volunteered for and now coordinates the
center's puppet program, said the child's play
gives students a chance to get involved without
getting stressed.
Working in teams of two, volunteers visit
Dayton-area third grade classrooms and per
form puppet shows aimed at helping the sru
dents understand and deal with their feelings.
"We do all the training," Cobb said, "so
there's no experience necessary. But we do
need the kind of freewheeling individuals that
can perform in front of kids; and they have to
be able to respond to some of the things that
kids come up with."
Offering an example of children catching
the puppeteers off-guard, Cobb said, "One
time a kid asked, 'what about sexual feelings?'
And this is a third-grader asking you this in
front of a classroom full of kids."
"You've got to be able to roll with it," he
added.

Here's Why
So Many Wright State
Students Shop At

I $479 I
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• the College Store has the best textbook prices and
largest selection of used books.
• the College Store buys back books anytime.
• the College Store has a complete selection of school
supplies, clothing, backpacks and calculators.
• the College Store has lots ofconvenient parking just
across the street from W.S.U. next to Chi-Chi's.
2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy
513-427-3338
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